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Ghoulia yelps doll

This site uses affiliate links and can earn a qualified shopping commission. Copyright © 2020 MHcollector.comContact Us • Privacy • Copyright Comments Share To better cover different aspects of the subject, this article has been split into one homepage and several subpages. Select which one you want to read. Main - Monster history -
Books - Cartoon - Merchandise Ghoulia Yelps was registered on December 22, 2008 and her first doll came out in mid-October 2010. As of January 1, 2015, its number of dolls is 20 and accounts for 5.88% of the entire Monster High doll collection. As the protagonist, there is a decent variety of other merchandise available. Basic Ghoulia
Dolls wears an off-the-shoulder black, red and white striped shirt with elbow-length sleeves under a white shirt with a cherry print and red trim, as well as fisher sleeves under the shirt surrounding his hands. He has a black and white piano belt with a monster high square buckle symbol belt, which he wears with splashy red pants and
knee-high tie-style heeled boots. He wears white cat-eye glasses, a pink instrument collection necklace, pink zip earrings and a green ribbon. Ghoulia comes with a figurage of Sir Hoots A lot. Dead Tired Ghoulia wears a white shirt with blood-spattered polka dots and matching pants, and a black miniskirt fastened by suspended. He
wears red cat-eye glasses and red sneakers with a monster's face on them, which also have glasses. She has her hair tied back into a ponytail and has pink eye shadow. She comes with a bag of what looks like red popcorn, but is labeled Brain Puffs. She also wears a sleep mask that matches her blood-spattered pyjamas. Dawn Dawn
of Ghoulia's Dawn of the Dance dance costume is a fluid white sleeveless dip-dye dress with a red pink gradient on the hem, with a belt at the waist with a Monster High symbol belt. Her pee heels are black and red, with the heel styled to look like a bone. Her hair is shorter and wavy, and she wears red horn glasses and red and white
skull earrings, and a small necklace. The doll comes with a red iCoffin and a red, black and white bag. Classroom For Physical Deaducation, he wears a white T-shirt with black sleeves and a monster high logo, black shorts with a pink and white lightning design on the right side, and a skull on the left, and short red leggings that reach his
knee. His shoes are red, black and white wedge heels, and the glasses have taken on a glasses-like design. Her hair is removed and tied in a ponytail. Her extra dress has a black trim followed by a white and red striped and then followed by a black dress with white polka dots with a vertical red stripe down the middle, the ribbon dress ties
on top Comes with a pink locker, extra glasses that are just light white, a red skullette brush, a physical physical deaducation and adhesives. Ghoulia Yelps wears her classic white glasses with a black and red brain band and red earrings that are square with elements on them from the periodic table. Her makeup is light blue with red
lipstick. Her hair drops to her middle waist and her fringes are freezing on the side. He wears a white lab coat with red brain trim on his neck and ends of his sleeves. Her dress is black with short sleeves and a design that are periodic table elements arranged in such a way that they explain words like high monster, laboratory and brains
among others. The neckline of the dress has red trim with a small red bow in the center. His shoes are white wedges conversed with a white Ghoulia skullette where the talking logo should be, and he has blue laces with the wedge part being red with a brain design on it. The feet of the shoe are black. He also wears two thin bracelets, one
red and one black. Accessories are four test tubes, one container, and one piece of skull-shaped tube gold. Package two comes with two stands, a brush, and a shared diary. Gloom Beach Ghoulia wears a jumpsuit, which is black around her chest and tied back with two red ribbons around her neck; the rest is red and adorned with blue
skulls and white polka dots, and accented with a white and blue belt. Above her, she wears a red fishbag jacket, wears black and red high heeled sandals, and comes with red sunglasses, cross earrings and a brain-shaped red handbag. International San Diego Comic-Con dolls Ghoulia Yelps dress up as her Dead Fast OC, Ms. Dead
Fast, whose dress mimics Dead Fast, and wears a black dress with red lining and initials DF. He has knee-high superhero-style boots. She comes with a Dead Fast and comic tote bag. Her hair is worn and, as a tradition, she wears horn glasses. Go monster high gear!!! Ghoulia wears a short zip-up sweatshirt in the colors of the Monster
High School with a red top with brain print underneath, black shorts with red trim and a silver belt. He wears long socks and black shoes with a wedge heel with lightning detailing. Her glasses also have a lightning shape for them, in support of the MH outfit, and she wears a lightning bracelet in black and gold skull and pink earrings. Her
hair is worn out in a ponytail. Wave a foam finger and a Monster High flag. School clubs As president of the comics club, she wears a black, red and green Dead Fast T-shirt, a white and red denim skirt with a brain pattern and net fringe on the hem. Her cat-eye glasses are green, she has zip earrings a red hairband, and black and red
tops with green laces. His outfit comes with a Dead Fast action figure still in his case and a dead fast comic book. Skull Shores Ghoulia wears a black swimsuit with green dots, a red collar and green green a red and white skirt with a brain pattern, and transparent goo red heeled sandals. Its accessories include a red hairstyle made up of
small brains that form a flower, green sunglasses, and a pair of miseven earrings, a red brain with teeth marks on it and the other a small pair of white lungs. The doll includes a coconut cup with a brain shake and a small bone cocktail umbrella, a green brush and a map of Skull Shores. Ghoulia's hair is short and curly. There are two
different versions of this doll that were released. Ghoulia's 5-pack hair is more curly and her sunglasses are a darker shade of green. Skultimate Roller Maze Ghoulia wears a dress with vertical stripes dotted with black, white and green colors, the dress also has pink fishet sleeves. His yellow goo bracelet has a whistle and his helmet is
made to look like a brain, his knee pads are pink and his skates are black with blue and pink wheels, his heels designed to look like the brain pink goo. Her hair is put into two curls with a green and blue striped coloring. Playset: Scooter Ghoulia wears a grey and red white dress with a drip pattern under a white vest with red straps. His
boots are black repainted from his basic boots. Her hair is curly at the ends and she wears bright green lipstick. She has red horn glasses and red cross earrings, although some dolls have been aired with white. It comes with a grey gravestone backpack with red straps, a black helmet with red trimming and a white stripe down the middle,
a brain shake and a helmet for Sir Hoots-a-lot as well. Dot Dead Gorgeous The top of the dress is white with a blue eyeball pattern on it, and the underside is poofy, and is red with skulls and brains on it. The same material is used for the strap. Her bracelet is clearly grisoze which is dripping down her arm, her glasses are white and she
has red cross earrings, her bag is a white chest box and can be opened. Her shoes are red brain heels with white bones for the body and a crossbone on the front. Ghoulia wears her hair in a ponytail, and she has curly, and fringed. Her makeup is silver and pink, with deep red lipstick. Scaris: City of Frights Ghoulia wears a black hooded
sweatshirt that has a red, black and white striped hoodie, a blue rib cage motif on the chest area, and a red pocket with brain print on the bottom. Her accessories include a red recolour of her basic zip earrings, red horn glasses, pastle blue, converse high heels with white ankle. It has a red and black rectangular toolbox with its skull on
the front and drips down the side. Her eye shadow is blue and white periwinkle, and her lipstick is granate. Her hair is tied up in a high ponytail with side fringes. My wardrobe and I this fashion pack comes with two and a half dresses by Ghoulia. The first team a short dress with grey cracked tombstones and red and black stripes across it.
The second outfit consists of a black tee with white trim, a brain print bow and dark grey jeans with a dripping blood pattern. A cherry-patterned white vest with green trim is included for either outfit. Accessories include a blue skullette belt, pink worm earrings, black horn glasses and a red eyeball bag. Her shoes are blue heels with black
lace fronts. The belt and shoe plants have a snake-like texture. Ghoul's Night Out Her outfit consists of a bright blue pencil dress, a red collar, black sleeves with red trim, white straps and a black two-layer skirt, printed with insoles of white and red glasses, with red belt trim. Ghoulia accessorised with a red hairband, red eyeball earrings,
and a red brain-shaped bag. His glasses are of the familiar type with horn edges, this time in red. Their shoes have thick soles of the red brain, while the white bone body and bones crossed at the front. Her hair is on fringes, and she is tied up in a short top ponytail. The doll comes with a red iCoffin touchscreen style. Freaky Fusion - Nina
Ghouls inspired by fusion: Ghoulia's face was slightly modified for this line, with a hole in her mouth that allows the removal of the accessory fangs that come with this doll. Her makeup is simple, sporting a simple eyelash eyeliner with electric blue eye shadow and navy blue lipstick. Her hair is light blue and dark striped, and she pulled
back in two low-cut tails with fringes, mimicking draculaura's basic hairstyle. Clothes: Ghoulia's dress is a puff sleeve dress with a removable overskirt. The dress features black leaf sleeves with red trim, the body is a blue pattern with brains with bat wings. The dress ends with a black skirt. The overskirt is a ruffled skirt with a red bow and
the same bat-winged brain as the body of her dress. The dress doesn't seem to have a link to any particular Draculaura dolls, but it may be one that Dracula has worn in the series. Accessories: To go with Ghoulia's modified mouth, she wears a set of accessory tusks that can be removed as earrings. She comes with a black bat winged
headband, a red heart-shaped bracelet, a recast version of draculaura's basic umbrella and a retransmission of Draculaura day boots. Included, but not worn are a remade version of Ghoulia's Basic glasses in black. Extras: Like all other Freaky Fusion dolls, Ghoulia comes with a yellow brush and stand. Notes: Sweet Screams Doll:
Ghoulia's face was modified specifically for this doll. With bigoted eyes and floral lilies, this Ghoulia has a thick black-faced paitning, with a design around the eyes, such as spots. Her eye makeup consists of several layers of eye shadow, with light pink and charteuse. Her lips are pink red and her eyebrows are blue. Her hair has also dark
blue with black stripes, curly everywhere with a small side tail and long curly side fringes. Clothes: Her outfit is short and bouncy, with a black top with bright lines and a dark blue skirt with gooey rubber worms, in shades of green, pink and blue, with a dripy cut and a dark blue underskirt, in ruffles. The top, around her arms and neck, has
red, navy and black vinyl shapes, with a gooey cut, framing the dress sleeves and cleavage. Accessories: This Ghoulia has a translucent headband, with green-molded rubber worms and a red brain wrapped inside, translucent blue glare with worm handles and red eddies on top, a black, red and blue beaded necklace. Gloves molded
with cuffs and black drip beads, as well as a translucent green rubber worm bracelet and a blue gooey belt, with a green coat and blue and red pearls. His boots are covered with translucent and red rubber worms wrapped everywhere and on his heel. Finally he also wears red rubber earrings and a rubber bear bag, with the red fade in
translucent green, with painted eyes and a blue handle. Extras: The dolls include a black stand and brush and a candified Sir Hoots-A-Lot. Notes: Love's Not Dead Doll: Ghoulia, ready for a date with Slo Mo, wears bright red lipstick and a smoky eye with red eye shadow in the crease and light blue under her eyes, as well as a grey coat.
This specific Ghoulia also has a red highlight in its iris. Her hair is styled in a beehion with bangs lying on the side. Clothes: This doll wears a formal short dress, patterned with a black background with elements such as red hands and white chest box hearts. The dress is trampled on the bottom, with a blue underskirt. In addition, the dress
also has a sheer part around the neck and bust, sewn to the heart of the dress. The dress also includes a red belt strap around the waist. Accessories: From top to bottom, Ghoulia wears a red brain/flower headboard with black leaves and vines, as well as her classic red glasses with dark blue lenses. She also sports hand earrings with a
red pearl with a cherrie charm molded with skulls. His shoes are red and wedge, with straps on the front, which are melting. Extras: The set includes a buqet of red flowers like the brain in a black layout. Notes: This doll is only available in a pack of 2 with Slo Mo Geek Shriek Doll: Her hair is in a curly ponytail. His eyes shadow is bright
blue. Clothes: His shirt is black and white checkered with pale skulls on it. He has a small red tie. Her skirt red striped squares in a tessellant pattern with eyeball designs and glasses on it. His shoes are red sneakers. His glasses are black with a white bridge. Accessories: The doll does not come with any accessories. Extras: The doll
doesn't come with any extras. Notes: Playsets for Purposes, information about the playsets associated with Ghoulia Yelps, either because the playsets are made for their dolls or because one of their dolls is included with them, is only available elsewhere on the Monster High Wiki. Community content from the Friends gallery of costume
merchandise is available at CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Pointed out.
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